
How can a neighborhood be transitioned back to success? 
 
Over the course of time—decades maybe, but in just a few years sometimes—
neighborhoods can shift in many ways and either decline or rise in terms of risk thresholds. 
That can affect your property value, your rent potential, and your ability to attract quality 
managers and quality financing.  
 

 

If your neighborhood is one that has trended (or is trending) downward, you might find the Taft Street 
Properties storyfrom Michigan of interest. The property management team did things so well, they 
won the PARAGON Award from the National Apartment Association. 
  
The apartment property was in a neighborhood that had gone into decline some time ago and had an 
established reputation for crime and general danger. Lighthouse Property Management took on a 
project, at the time in receivership, and turned it back into a thriving family community. Lighthouse 
started by working hand-in-glove with the bank that held the mortgage. It invested in upgrading the 
property and started making connections with the residents, discovering that the residents felt they 
had been treated poorly for many years—a major contributor to the complex’s decline. 
  
The first step was to make dramatic residential changes. The firm dug around and found who was 
intimidating other residents, then moved those people out. That courageous action built trust with the 
other residents and clearly demonstrated that Lighthouse was committed to improving the 
neighborhood. The push caused massive turnover, but the initial instability proved a boon, as the 
people who stayed became the backbone of the turnaround—they saw how good things could be. 
Within two years, the property was filled and rent bumps are now possible. 
  
More than that, the property manager has built a sense of community by sponsoring local 
neighborhood events, such as a talent show that included the fire department and chief of police 
visiting in a positive manner. Lighthouse employees even handed out school supplies. Children from 
the apartments were invited to help pass out popcorn and drinks, building friendly-face relationships 
at multiple age levels. 
  
Including the police from the get-go is critical because they are often fatigued from dealing with these 
kinds of properties. Seeing that the property manager is making an attempt to clean up a multifamily 
residential complex gives them some encouragement to take enforcement seriously. Coupling that 
with some fun—kids being allowed to feel the police motorcycles and honk the horns and receiving 
D.A.R.E. bracelets from patrol officers builds familiarity and trust. 
  
At the Taft Street Properties, that trust led to confidential reports from residents about who the 
troublemakers were, which allowed for targeted enforcement and removal of problem tenants. That 
kind of swift, determined action has paid off, and other property managers are now modeling after 
Lighthouse and its success to execute turnarounds at their properties. 
  
Reducing crime and building community at your apartment building or condominium complex can do 
wonders for your revenue as well as your insurance contracts and pricing. If you can establish a 
record that shows improvement in your safety statistics and the value of your property, you become a 
more attractive candidate for insurers and less of a risk. Those factors translate into more options for 
better rates and better coverage. As you make efforts to transition troubled properties, make sure to 
include your insurance agent in your planning and implementation. Your agent typically has expertise, 
or a team of experts, in risk management and can provide research and important inputs on risk 
mitigation that can help you round out your program. When you undertake a herculean task, why go it 
alone? Muster your professional forces and become a paragon of excellence in your communities! 
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